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Conflict Update # 87 

June 11th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian forces continued to 

conduct ground offensives within the 

Severodonetsk area, but Ukrainian 

defenders retain control of the industrial 

area of the city as of June 11. 

Russian forces likely resumed 

efforts to cut the T1303 Hirske-

Lysyschansk highway and launched failed 

assaults on settlements along the T1302 

Bakhmut-Lysychank highway. 

Russian forces continued assaults 
on settlements southwest and southeast 

of Izyum in an effort to resume drives on 

Slovyansk. 

Ukrainian forces likely resumed 

counteroffensives northwest of 

Kherson City on June 11, south of their 

previous operations. 

Russian occupation officials 
distributed the first batch of Russian 

passports in Kherson City and Melitopol. 

Subordinate Main Effort—

Southern Kharkiv, Donetsk, 

Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces 

launched ground assaults on 

Severodonetsk and several surrounding 

settlements on June 11. The Ukrainian 

General Staff (UGS) reported that 

Ukrainian forces are resisting Russian 

assaults on Severodonetsk and repelled a 

Russian attack on Metolkine, just southeast of Severodonetsk. The Luhansk People’s Republic Ambassador to Russia, 

Rodion Miroshnik, claimed that Russian forces encircled 300 to 400 Ukrainian servicemen at the Azot Chemical Plant in 

Severodonetsk, but Ukrainian officials maintained that Ukrainian forces control a third of the city, including the industrial 
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zone. Russian forces continued to launch offensive 

operations against Toshkivka, likely in an effort to secure 

the western Siverskyi Donets riverbank. 

Russian forces conducted offensive operations east and 

west of Popasna likely to interdict Ukrainian ground lines 

of communication (GLOCs) to Lysychansk and 

Severodonetsk. Russian forces withdrew to their 

previously occupied position after launching failed 

attacks against Mykolaivka and Berestove, both located 

in the vicinity of the Bakhmut-Lysychansk T1302 

highway. UGS reported that Russian forces are also 

attempting to seize Nyrokove (approximately 5 km east 

of T1302) and fighting is ongoing in the area. Ukrainian 

forces reportedly foiled Russian reconnaissance 

operations in Volodymyrivka, approximately 16 km east 

of Bakhmut. Russian forces are additionally resuming their 

operations to control the Hirske-Lysychansk T1303 highway, 

east of Popasna. Luhansk Oblast Head Serhiy Haidai stated 

that Russian forces entered Orihove (approximately 4 km east 

of T1303) and are strengthening positions at the northern 

outskirts of the settlement. Geolocated footage showed that 

Russian and Chechen units also took control over a train 

station in Komyshuvakha (approximately 7 km west of T1303) 

and will likely attempt to link up with units advancing from 

Orihove. 

Russian forced resumed attacks southwest of Izyum and towards Slovyansk on June 11. UGS reported that Russian forces 

launched a series of unsuccessful assaults on Brazhkivka and Virnopillia to reach Barvinkove, approximately 35km 

southwest of Izyum. Ukrainian forces also repelled Russian assaults on Dolyna, a settlement located on the E40 highway 

to Slovyansk. Geolocated footage showed that Russian forces entered the northern outskirts of Bohorodychne 

(approximately 25 km southeast of Izyum) on June 11. UGS reported that Russian forces replenished fuel and ammunition 

in the Lyman area in preparation for offensive operations toward Slovyansk and Siversk. ISW previously assessed that 

Russian forces may attempt to cut off Ukrainian GLOCs in Siversk and conduct a shallower encirclement in lieu of an 
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advance on Slovyansk. Geolocated imagery also showed that Russian forces constructed a new bridge along the Russian 

GLOCs to Izyum in southeastern Kharkiv Oblast, which may also indicate that Russian forces will continue to reinforce the 

Slovyansk and Siversk offensive operations. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - There were no significant developments in northern Kharkiv Oblast on June 11. 

Russian forces fired on Kharkiv City and Ukrainian positions northeast of the city. Ukrainian forces continued to target 

Russian ammunition depots in occupied settlements south of Kharkiv City. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis 

- Ukrainian forces likely resumed 

counteroffensives in northwestern 

Kherson Oblast on June 11, threatening 

Russian positions north of Kherson City. 

The Kherson City Council reported that 

Ukrainian forces are conducting 

counteroffensives in Kyselivka, Soldatske, 

and Oleksandrivka, all within 40 km of 

Kherson City. The Kherson City Council 

added that Ukrainian forces liberated 

Tavriyske, approximately 39km northwest 

of Kherson City, but the Ukrainian General 

Staff did not confirm the reports of 

Ukrainian counteroffensives in the area. 

Ukrainian military journalist Roman 

Bochkala previously reported that 

Ukrainian forces liberated Blahodatne 

(just north of Kyselivka) on June 8, and 

Ukrainian forces may have continued 

counteroffensive operations in the area. A 

successful counteroffensive on Kyselivka 

would place Ukrainian forces just 15 km 

north of the northern boundary of 

Kherson City. The Ukrainian Southern 

Operational Command stated that Russian 

forces continued to fortify positions and 

erect concrete structures around the 

North Crimean Canal. 

Russian forces did not resume offensive 

operations in Zaporizhia Oblast on June 

11. Melitopol Mayor Ivan Fedorov noted that Ukrainian forces moved the Zaporizhia frontline 5 to 7 km south in the past 

two weeks, likely due to Russian prioritization of offensives around Luhansk Oblast or personnel rotations, though ISW 

cannot confirm the exact locations of these claimed Ukrainian gains. 

Activity in Russian-occupied Areas - Russian occupation authorities distributed Russian passports in Kherson City and 

Melitopol for the first time on June 11. Ukrainian sources reported that 25 Ukrainian citizens received Russian passports 

in Kherson City, as did 30 residents in Melitopol. Self-appointed Kherson Oblast occupation head Vladimir Rogov received 

the first Russian passport. Ukrainian officials claimed that only Russian collaborators and local occupation authorities 
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received Russian passports, but ISW is unable to verify these claims. Pro-Russian Telegram channel Redovka reported 

that Kherson Oblast occupation authorities will begin distributing pensions in rubles in the coming days. The Kremlin is 

likely attempting to institutionalize the ruble in occupied territories by targeting pensioners. 

The Kremlin continued to export Ukrainian produce and grain to Crimea and Russia from occupied Ukrainian territories. 

The Luhansk Oblast Department of Agroindustrial Development reported that Russian forces transported 15,000 tons of 

sunflower seeds and 10,000 of grain from Luhansk Oblast. Geolocated footage also showed Russian forces transporting 

grain from Starobilsk, approximately 45km east of Severodonetsk to Russia on June 11. Russian TV outlets also celebrated 

that Russian occupation authorities transported the Ukrainian cherry harvest from Melitopol to Crimea. 

Ukrainian intelligence assesses that the Russian military is extending its planning to fight a longer war, though 

Russian force generation and reserves likely remain poor. Deputy Head of the Ukrainian Main Intelligence Directorate 

(GUR) Vadym Skibitsky stated the GUR received confirmed information that Russian forces have extended their war 

planning for the next 120 days, extending to October 2022.  

Skibitsky said that Russian forces will adjust the plan depending on their successes in Donbas and noted that the Russian 

General Staff is modifying their invasion plans almost every month. His statement likely indicates the Kremlin has, at a 

minimum, acknowledged it cannot achieve its objectives in Ukraine quickly and is further adjusting its military objectives 

in an attempt to correct the initial deficiencies in the invasion of Ukraine.  

Skibitsky also claimed that Russian forces have an additional 40 battalion tactical groups (BTGs) in reserve, after having 

already deployed 103 BTGs to Ukraine. This report is highly unlikely to mean Russian forces retain 40 full-strength and 

effective BTGs in Russia. At most, these “BTGs” are likely small collections of personnel cobbled together from other 

units. The Russian military is additionally unlikely to be holding such a significant portion of its force in reserve due to 

continuing manpower shortages in existing frontline units. 

Ukrainian officials continued to increase their requests for Western offensive and defensive equipment, 

particularly regarding capabilities necessary to combat Russian artillery superiority. Head of the Ukrainian Northern 

Operational Command Dmytro Krasilnikov reported that Ukrainian forces are experiencing a shortage in long-range 

artillery systems, while Russian artillery continues to overpower Ukrainian infantry. Ukrainian Advisor to Cabinet of 

Ministers Oleksandr Danylyuk stated that Russian forces adopted a new unspecified strategy that allows them to make 

more careful maneuvers. Danylyuk added that Russian forces have more resources than Ukraine, which would prove 

advantageous in a protracted conflict. Severodonetsk Mayor Oleksandr Stryuk said that Ukrainian defenders need long-

range artillery and air defense systems to strike against advancing Russian troops in Luhansk Oblast. Ukrainian forces will 

need consistent Western support, particularly regarding artillery systems, as Russian numbers and resources take their 

toll on Ukrainian forces in increasingly positional warfare. 

Ukraine's Hedgehogs are a prickly problem for Putin - Armed with AK-74s and clad in mismatched uniforms, the 

husbands and fathers of Irpin still patrol near the town’s shattered bridge. 

It was here, early in the war, that Russian shelling killed dozens of fleeing civilians, turning the crossing into a symbol of 

human suffering. 

The men’s patrols are voluntary but foreshadow what may still come for citizens of Irpin — a once idyllic commuter town 

on the outskirts of Kyiv — who could be called up at any time to serve in the devastating war of attrition on the eastern 

front with Russia. 

When Moscow unexpectedly launched a barbaric assault on the towns surrounding the Ukrainian capital in February, 

neighbours banded together and picked up hunting rifles, shotguns and literally any weapons they could find to fight 

Russian soldiers back from their families’ doorsteps. 
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Hulk, Doberman, Beard and Armenian became the nicknames of one “Dad’s Army” who forged a dogged camaraderie in 

the ashes of their homes. 

Russia said to be using more deadly weapons in war - Ukrainian and British officials warned Saturday that Russian 

forces are relying on weapons able to cause mass casualties as they try to make headway in capturing eastern Ukraine 

and fierce, prolonged fighting depletes resources on both sides. 

Russian bombers have likely been launching heavy 1960s-era anti-ship missiles in Ukraine, the U.K. Defense Ministry said. 

The Kh-22 missiles were primarily designed to destroy aircraft carriers using a nuclear warhead. When used in ground 

attacks with conventional warheads, they “are highly inaccurate and therefore can cause severe collateral damage and 

casualties,” the ministry said. 

Both sides have expended large amounts of weaponry in what has become a grinding war of attrition for the eastern 

region of coal mines and factories known as the Donbas, placing huge strains on their resources and stockpiles. 

Russia is likely using the 5.5-tonne (6.1-ton) anti-ship missiles because it is running short of more precise modern missiles, 

the British ministry said. It gave no details of where exactly such missiles are thought to have been deployed. 

A Ukrainian governor accused Russia of using incendiary weapons in a village in the eastern province of Luhansk, 

southwest of the fiercely contested cities of Sievierodonetsk and Lysychansk. 

While the use of flamethrowers on the battlefield is legal, provincial Gov. Serhii Haidai alleged the overnight attacks in 

Vrubivka caused widespread damage to civilian facilities and an unknown number of victims. 

“At night, the enemy used a flamethrower rocket system — many houses burnt down,” Haidai wrote on Telegram on 

Saturday. His claim could not be immediately verified. 

Impacts 

Mariupol officials fear cholera outbreak from infected water supply could kill thousands - Officials in the 

Ukrainian city of Mariupol fear the worse for their residents as cholera and other diseases have been detected in the city, 

as corpses and rubble continue to line the streets. 

Mayor Vadym Boichenko said the war-torn town’s water supply has been infected, potentially by the bodies of the 

deceased, causing an uncertain number of people to exhibit symptoms. 

"There is an outbreak of dysentery and cholera," he said Friday, as about 100,000 remain in the town after Russia 

conquered the city last month, Sky News reported. 

The Russian invasion has clear implications for the US Army - You don’t need a highly classified briefing on the 

war in Ukraine in a sealed room in the Pentagon to see warfare changes that will affect U.S. doctrine and weapons. 

Russian tanks littering the battlefield have broken turrets and burned hulls — but their defensive side armor is still intact. 

Small and large ships alike have been sunk not by a navy but soldiers behind joysticks. Ukrainian forces are avoiding costly 

engagements on the battlefield, instead using their knowledge of the battlespace to create ambushes. 

At the center of this new warfare is not cyber but a new kinetic system: loitering munitions. Loitering munitions are a 

kind of unmanned aerial system that incorporates the smarts of a drone with some form of explosive charge. Unlike 

cyber, loitering munitions add kinetic effects — meaning destructive capabilities. 
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Most prominent in the news is the Javelin missile system. Usually simply considered a missile, it is in essence a UAS 

loitering munition. The loitering time is just short because the target is defined at launch, letting it quickly and 

autonomously home in on the target during terminal flight. 

The Switchblade 300 UAS can loiter for some time looking for its target and, once found, dive in for destruction with an 

internal explosive wrapped in shrapnel. Its precision means it can be flown into windows, down hatches, or into 

vulnerable components like optics and communications gear. Its big brother, the Switchblade 600, is about twice the size, 

with greater range and loitering capabilities, and can easily penetrate the top of any Russian armor system. 

To extend the range and loitering time, these and other similar systems have been mounted on conventional UAS drones. 

When used in swarms, drones have been shown to confuse radars and mask approaching UAS loitering munitions. There 

have been recent reports of these systems attacking patrol boats and large landing craft, demonstrating the power and 

flexibility of this mode of attack. 

Weapon systems like tanks have generally been designed with side protection and only enough armor on top to deflect 

fragments from air-burst artillery rounds. This has proven insufficient, with Russia reportedly losing 600 to1,000 tanks. 

Russian soldiers have begun trying to counter this threat by putting cages, sandbags, rocks and just about anything they 

can find on top of vehicles, so far with little success. 

The U.S. military has similar vulnerabilities to this method of attack with relatively thin top armor. But, unlike the Russians, 

it recognized some time ago the need for an Active Protection System (APS) able to defeat similar threats without adding 

significant weight. 

U.S. M1 Abrams tanks in Europe sport the Israeli Trophy APS, proven to defeat many inbound missiles. Development of 

a full hemispherical defense through integrated APS is underway, which could allow further reduction in armor 

requirements. 

While individual defenses of a vehicle remain critical, not all systems need or could afford all forms of defense. The Army 

is in the process of fielding its first directed energy systems, which can help to interdict some of these threats from above. 

Near, mid, and far defenses work together against inbound threats. 

War is always a process of finding counter-measures to offset new technology. Right now, loitering munitions have the 

upper hand. 

That should inspire the U.S. military to aggressively pursue possible counter-measures. Simple armor is not going to work, 

and the next generation of military technology must demonstrate the agility that electronics mixed with kinetic systems 

can create. 

The U.S. Army must incorporate this new threat without disregarding any of the old. And it cannot do so by simply adding 

another defensive mechanism. That’s how combat vehicles grow to ponderous weights over time. 

Russia's brain drain: War with Ukraine prompts tens of thousands to flee abroad - Before Russia's war with 

Ukraine, director Anna Demidova used to run an independent theatre company in Moscow. But the Kremlin's so-called 

'special military operation' changed all that.  

At the start of March, she decided to leave Russia in protest against the invasion. 

Anna is convinced about the social and political role that art can play. I met her in Berlin's central district of Mitte, where 

she had recently moved in the hope of a fresh start. She explained to me that her family, fearing for her safety, had 

pushed her to leave Russia following her frequent participation in anti-war protests inside the country. 
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"Before Putin started this war, I was trying to invest my all, as a person, as a citizen, and also as an artist to make people 

understand that we need more responsibility, that we should participate in our political life. Because people do not 

understand politics. They're not interested. They don't give a ***k about what's going on in Russia." 

The crackdown on freedom of speech inside Russia has also led to many journalists fleeing the country. 

Whether it's journalists and artists denouncing Russia’s curbs on free speech, or techies using their skills to give online 

space to dissidents, all those I met are determined to use their skills to promote change from abroad (Euronews.com). 

Putin 

Russia Ukraine war: Vladimir Putin's threat to Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Baltic states in speech - As the 

war in Ukraine drags on, Putin has dropped a major clue he has set his sights on a new nation. 

The invasion of Ukraine has been raging since late February. 

Now, the fight has shifted to the crucial eastern city of Severodonetsk, where Ukrainian president Zelenskyy has declared 

the fate of the entire Donbas region will be decided. 

But that key battle is not going well for the defenders. Local officials have confirmed the city is now mostly controlled by 

Russian forces after a "difficult" night. 

And as things heat up in Ukraine, Putin has used a new speech to subtly threaten one of Russia's closest neighbors. 

Speaking to technology students in Moscow on Thursday – the 350th anniversary of the birthday of Peter I, also known 

as Peter the Great – Putin declared that it was his "destiny" to "return" and "fortify territories". 

That key phrase has caught the world's attention, especially given it was uttered on such a significant day. 

Peter the Great was Russia's first emperor, known for founding St Petersburg and making it the capital, and conquering 

the Baltic coast during a war against Sweden, which ended Sweden's dominance in the region and started Russia's 

expansion into a major empire. 

"Peter the Great returned territories and fortified them. This destiny has also fallen to us," Putin said. 

He also spoke about Peter I's 21-year Great Northern War, declaring that "where it may seem that he was fighting against 

Sweden, and seizing lands … He wasn't seizing anything. He was actually returning" formerly Russian lands that had been 

lost. 

Putin then compared Peter I's efforts with Russia's current plans, touching on the nation's need to "take back" territory 

and "defend itself", and noted that when the former tsar founded St Petersburg, "none of the countries in Europe 

recognised this territory as belonging to Russia". 

"Everyone considered it to be part of Sweden. But from time immemorial, Slavs had lived there alongside Finno-Ugric 

peoples," he added. 

But while much of Putin's speech was seen as a general vow to continue his war against Ukraine, some of his final 

comments also raised eyebrows. 

After speaking about Peter I's success over Sweden, he added that "the same is true in the western direction" – 

specifically referring to "Narva", which is now part of nearby Estonia and lies just 46km from St Petersburg. 
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In an article in US conservative news magazine the Washington Examiner, reporter Tom Rogan claims that Putin's 

mention of Narva was a direct threat to Estonia, which gained independence in August 1991 after the fall of the Soviet 

Union. 

"Thus followed Putin's crunch line threat: 'Apparently', Putin remarked, 'it also fell to our lot to return and strengthen'. 

The message and associated threat are clear: Putin's campaign of destiny is expanding, not retreating," Rogan writes. 

"These are not the words of a leader who is cowed or seeking compromise. 

"Indeed, these words likely represent the growing influence of the Kremlin ultra-hawks, led by Nikolai Patrushev. Recently 

aggressive rhetoric from top Kremlin figures like Dmitry Medvedev further emphasizes the hawks' rising power." 

Putin's grim plan 

The Russian president's comments are the latest sign the invasion of Ukraine could just be the beginning. Many experts 

believe Putin's masterplan is to rebuild the old Soviet Union. 

Earlier this year, US President Joe Biden agreed with that assessment, claiming Putin has "much larger ambitions in 

Ukraine". 

"He wants to, in fact, re-establish the former Soviet Union. That's what this is about," Mr Biden said at the time, years 

after Putin raised eyebrows in 2005 by claiming in a speech the dissolution of the Soviet Union was the "greatest 

geopolitical tragedy of the 20th century". 

Since then, many have suggested that the Baltic nations of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, Moldova and Georgia could be 

under threat. 

"Any area where the Russians have their quote-unquote peacekeeping forces … or anything that has disputed territory 

[is vulnerable]," former US Defence Intelligence Agency officer Rebekah Koffler told Fox News in early March. 

"Will Putin now move quickly against other post-Soviet states? More military attacks on other post-Soviet countries seem 

unlikely for now," Penn State professor emerita of political science Donna Bahry added. 

"But Putin could ramp up pressure on the countries with closer ties to the EU, such as Moldova and Georgia – for example, 

by recognizing the independence of Transnistria or annexing South Ossetia. 

Sanctions 

Sanctions are hitting hard enough to hurt Russia, if not stop it - Sanctions have not halted the military assault, 

but some are now asking whether a promise to lift them could bring Russia to the negotiating table: a return to global 

markets, in exchange for peace in Ukraine. The British foreign secretary, Liz Truss, held out such a prospect in March, 

when she suggested Britain could lift sanctions if Russia commits to a full ceasefire and withdrawal, with a promise of 

“no further aggression.” 

Some of the allies have closer links to Russia than others. Last week, Germany’s former premier Angela Merkel defended 

her decision to increase trade links with Russia, and Germany’s reliance on Russian hydrocarbons, after the annexation 

of Crimea in 2014. “It is a great tragedy that it didn’t work, but I don’t blame myself for trying,” she said. But Tim Ash, a 

Russia expert at the Chatham House thinktank, says Germany underestimated Putin for a long time. He says sanctions, 

which should have been tougher in response to Crimea, are working and should remain in place. 
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“The sanctions have exceeded most people’s expectations and they have exceeded Putin’s as well,” he says. “The self-

sanctioning by the likes of McDonald’s has also hit the Russian economy, with around 1,000 major businesses pulling out 

of the country when they didn’t need to. They weren’t on any sanctions list.” 

Output in industries from aviation to automotive has crashed. In May, the number of cars sold across Russia tumbled by 

83% from the previous month, to 24,000. Rewind to May 2021 and monthly sales were nearer 150,000. Likewise, Russian 

plane makers are in a fix now that US, Japanese, EU and UK sanctions have blockaded the industry. 

Russia’s transport ministry, forecasting a successful outcome to hostilities from Moscow’s perspective, believes it will 

take until 2030 for air passenger traffic to reach pre-pandemic levels. A “pessimistic” forecast based on sanctions 

continuing for years concluded that more than half of the Russian aircraft fleet could be dismantled for parts by 2025 to 

keep the remainder in the sky. 

At the beginning of the invasion, many people believed the west would impose only weak sanctions and that Moscow 

would find allies to circumvent the most damaging ones. Ash says neither assumption has proved to be true. 

When Russia was booted out of the international payments network Swift, for example, China was expected to step in 

and build an alternative in alliance with Moscow’s central bank. 

But, says Ash, “President Xi is angry because Putin lied about his intentions towards Ukraine. Now the invasion has gone 

ahead, it has triggered a cost-of-living crisis in China that makes worse Xi’s other economic problems.” Also, he adds, “Xi 

doesn’t want to upset the US too much.” 

Yakov Feygin, a Russia expert at the Berggruen Institute in the US, agrees that China has rejected Putin’s overtures to 

circumvent sanctions. India is also likely to be wary of sanctions-busting, he says. “It was a major flaw in Putin’s strategy 

to think China would bail him out. It was a colossal delusion.” 

There will be countries that buy Russian oil rejected by Europe, and there is also likely to be a market for stolen Ukrainian 

grain, but the high-end tools and sophisticated components needed to run IT systems in Russia’s major cities come from 

countries robustly supporting the sanctions regime. “You can smuggle in components and raw materials” says Feygin. 

“And Russia will probably do what it can to import goods by the back door. But they cannot do it on a large scale or 

dependably. And that will force Russian companies to ration how much they produce. It will also limit how much the 

Russian military can replenish the hardware it needs to fight in Ukraine.” 

Critics of sanctions tend to believe that Putin’s aims are limited to eastern Ukraine and sanctions detract from diplomatic 

efforts to secure a peace. Robert Skidelsky, the economist and Labour peer who until last year was a board member of a 

Russian company, argues against the use of wide-ranging sanctions during the current war in a new pamphlet, Economic 

Sanctions: A Weapon Out of Control. 

There is no evidence that sanctions trigger regime change, he says. Instead, citizens blame the sanctioners for their 

hardships. Accusing governments of wasting sanctions for decades in the pursuit of incoherent aims, he says they “should 

be used only after diplomatic efforts at peaceful solutions have been exhausted, never as an alternative to them.” 

Some analysts have argued that the recovery in Russia’s currency since last month and recent reductions by the central 

bank in previously sky-high interest rates shows that Moscow is coping with the sanctions regime. 

Feygin says the increase in the ruble can be explained by the collapse in imports while exports, primarily of oil and gas, 

have continued unabated. “When you have more exports than imports your currency appreciates, but that is not really 

a guide to the health of the nation or its financial situation. The ruble is not really a currency at the moment. It is more 

like funny money,” he says. 
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At the moment, peace seems a distant prospect. Sanctions, with their boomerang effect on wheat and gas, restricting 

shipments and raising prices, will remain in place for many more months. 

‘The return of banditry’: Russian car industry buckles under sanctions - Eldar Gadzhiev’s heart sank when he 

heard the sputtering from the engine of his Skoda one day in April. Gadzhiev, who owns a fleet of four cars that he leases 

as taxicabs in Moscow, knew it was a terrible and expensive time for a breakdown. 

Prices for spare parts, if you even could find them, had spiraled out of control since Vladimir Putin ordered the invasion 

of Ukraine two months earlier. “I understood that I was in a bad situation,” he said. “I thought: the repairs are going to 

cost as much as the car.” 

Dealerships were useless, he said. His car parts shop told him that the waiting list was months long, time he could not 

wait to repair his vehicle. 

So he tried posting on a public chat. That’s when his phone began to “explode,” he said. He received tens of calls, some 

from rough-sounding “dealers” offering to meet or giving him vague promises to get the parts he needed. 

“It’s full-on speculation,” he said. “There are no more spare parts. So the prices are either way too high, you could almost 

[throw away] the car, or you think: is this illegal?” 

He suspected that many of the parts he was offered had been stolen. “It’s the return of banditry,” he added. 

Few sectors of the Russian economy are feeling the strain of the country’s near total isolation more than the automotive 

industry, where parts for new and used vehicles are in short supply. 

While the Russian government has been promoting its policies of import substitution and “parallel imports,” which allow 

importers to ignore bans on sending spare parts to Russia, the plan has barely started to kick in and supply is unlikely to 

reach demand any time soon, analysts said. Meanwhile, anecdotal evidence suggests counterfeit and stolen parts are 

flooding the market. 

The market is seeking to adapt. Wildberries, a Russian online retailer, has added car parts including engines, fuel systems, 

transmissions, chassis parts and others, the company announced. 

But at the moment, market players say stockpiles have reached exhaustion. “All the substitutes ran out very quickly,” 

said Atapov. 

The situation may be even more worrisome in Russia’s aviation industry, where airlines are cannibalizing their fleets for 

parts while seeking out whatever new sources for imports they can find. 

“The main problem is that service companies, firms that service and certify the Airbuses and Boeings and hand out papers 

that allow the planes to fly to Europe, are not allowed to give out these papers anymore,” said a senior executive for 

Sukhoi Superjet. “We have started cannibalizing some planes, using parts of a few older ones to keep the new ones 

going.” 

One pilot who regularly covered mid-haul flights to the UK and other European destinations for his airline wrote that the 

situation was “------d,” adding that he felt his company was ignoring safety concerns brought up by pilots on a regular 

basis. 

“The solution is either parallel imports or the government will have to step to build Russia planes quickly,” the Sukhoi 

manager said. “I give the Russian aviation industry one year if nothing changes.” 

Maxim Pyrkov, a pilot for the Russia’s Nordwind Airlines, posted a photo from Moscow’s Sheremetyevo airport showing 

the company’s recently leased 777s parked on the runway “awaiting better times, if they come, of course”. 
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He wrote: “According to my information, some [Russian] airlines in their warehouses have enough wheels and pads for 

another month maximum. Looks like we’ll have to look for some way into the black market for spare parts. Hey Chinese! 

Over here!” 

Containment 

Finland to send more military equipment to Ukraine amid NATO ambitions - Finland announced Friday it 

would be sending more military equipment to Ukraine as NATO considers the country’s application to join the alliance.  

“Finland will not forget Ukraine and the Ukrainians. We will continue to help: We will send a new package of defense 

material,” Finnish Defense Minister Antti Kaikkonen said. 

Finland’s defense ministry said the government voted to approve sending additional defense equipment to Ukraine. 

However, what equipment Finland will provide, how it will be delivered and when it will be shipped to Ukraine will not 

be announced, according to the ministry.  

The ministry said the decision on what equipment to send was based on the needs of Ukraine and its military.  

The support for Ukraine comes while both Finland and Sweden applied to join NATO, a move that has been slammed by 

Russia. 

German minister explores alternative grain routes with Kyiv - German Agriculture Minister Cem Özdemir visited 

Ukraine in a show of solidarity amid concerns over grain exports. The minister said the parties were exploring alternative 

routes to shipping across the Black Sea. 

Özdemir said that, as well as demonstrating support to Kyiv, his ministry was exploring ways for grain and oilseed could 

be exported from the country by routes other than the Black Sea, which is under a de facto blockade by Russia. 

Geopolitics 

U.S. Defense Secretary Austin says China’s military activity near Taiwan threatens region - U.S. Secretary 

of Defense Lloyd Austin stressed American support for Taiwan on Saturday, suggesting at Asia’s premier defense forum 

that recent Chinese military activity around the self-governing island threatens to change the status quo. 

Speaking at the Shangri-La Dialogue in Singapore, Austin noted a “steady increase in provocative and destabilizing military 

activity near Taiwan,” including almost daily military flights near the island by the People’s Republic of China. 

“Our policy hasn’t changed, but unfortunately that doesn’t seem to be true for the PRC,” he said. 

US Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin says the Russian invasion of Ukraine is a 'preview of a possible world 

of chaos and turmoil' - US Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin while speaking in Singapore on Saturday articulated that 

the Russian invasion of Ukraine was a "preview of a possible world of chaos and turmoil." 

While speaking at the annual Shangri-La Dialogue, Austin remarked on the potential repercussions of the deadly invasion, 

which was launched by Russian President Vladimir Putin in February and has been widely condemned by an array of 

global leaders, notably those from NATO member countries. 

"Russia's invasion of Ukraine is what happens when oppressors trample the rules that protect us all. It's what happens 

when big powers decide that their imperial appetites matter more than the rights of their peaceful neighbors. And it's a 

preview of a possible world of chaos and turmoil that none of us would want to live in," he said at the major Asian defense 

summit. 
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He added: "So we understand what we could lose. We see the dangers of disorder." 

The Pentagon chief then spoke of the importance of the "rules-based international order," highlighting how Australia, 

Japan, New Zealand, and South Korea all helped Ukraine in the aftermath of the invasion, while also noting the critical 

contributions from India, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. 

Turkey’s pursuit of strategic autonomy - Turkey is pursuing strategic autonomy and hegemony of the Eastern 

Mediterranean according to a paper released by Alexandros Diakopoulos, former National Security Advisor of Prime 

Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis, and Nikos Stournaras, Research Assistant at the Hellenic Foundation for European and 

Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP). The paper published by the leading Greek think tank presents in detail Turkish involvement in 

the wider region. 

It analyses Ankara’s relations with NATO, Russia, and China, as well as its regional and peripheral neighbors, while also 

examining the ‘Blue Homeland’ doctrine and Turkish efforts to assert itself in the Mediterranean. 

“It is through this doctrine that Ankara seeks to dominate the Eastern Mediterranean, the mandatory point of passage 

for trade routes linking Europe to the Indian Ocean and, by extension, the markets of Southeast Asia,” states the report, 

adding that “by controlling the sea routes from the Black Sea and the Suez Canal to the Central Mediterranean, Turkey 

would control the major eastern transit routes to Europe and become the undisputable trans-regional power.” 

“Understanding the “Blue Homeland” as the heart of Turkey’s quest for strategic autonomy explains why Ankara remains 

an intransigently belligerent actor in the Eastern Mediterranean,” it states. 

Turkey is starting more trouble with Greece over the Aegean islands - With most of the world currently 

teetering on the brink of war, or already at war in the case of Ukraine, why not toss another log on the fire, right? Coming 

out of left field, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan issued a warning to Greece this week to demilitarize some of 

the islands in the Aegean Sea where they have recently been expanding their military footprint.  

The President of Turkey insisted that he was “not joking” in making these demands and clearly seemed to be implying 

that there would be military consequences if the Greeks don’t comply. Turkey’s position is based on agreements made 

between the two countries following the Greco-Turkish wars and conflicts of 1922 through 1974. Turkey ceded the islands 

to Greece on the condition that they remain unarmed and neutral. Greece argues that Turkey has already been 

threatening military action and they have the right to defend themselves. With access to the Black Sea already in dispute 

because of the Russian invasion of Ukraine and the stalled exports of grain from that region, another naval battle in that 

region is probably the last thing we need. (Associated Press). 

While Greece and Turkey are both technically allies, being members of NATO, the peace between them has always been 

uneasy at best. And as much as I hate the idea of agreeing with Erdogan about anything these days, he kind of has a 

point. The Greeks and the Turks have been fighting over the islands in that region, particularly Crete and Cyprus, for a 

very long time. When the Turks finally recognized Greek’s claim to the islands in question, it was with the assurance that 

the islands would remain largely unarmed. Greece’s decision to put new military installations in the region was 

provocative in that sense. 

The prospect of yet another conflict there raises additional questions about NATO and its involvement in the Aegean Sea. 

NATO is supposed to be an alliance against external threats, primarily Russia and the former Soviet Union. But what 

happens if one NATO member attacks another? Are we all supposed to go to war against Turkey in that event? Turkey 

and Greece both joined NATO at the same time (in 1952) but that hasn’t managed to stop them from fighting multiple 

times since then. If history offers us any path to follow, the rest of the NATO nations would likely sit that fight out and 

just encourage both countries to return to diplomacy. 
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EU to make recommendation on Ukraine’s candidate status for joining bloc next week, says von der 

Leyen - The EU executive will next week make a recommendation on whether Ukraine should be given candidate status 

to join the bloc, the European Commission president, Ursula von der Leyen, has said. 

Such a recommendation would be a preliminary step on a long road to full membership, and Ukraine would need the 

backing of all 27 EU governments before candidate status was given. The Ukrainian president, Volodymyr Zelenskyy, has 

been pushing for rapid admission into the EU to provide the country with more security since the Russian invasion. 

“We want to support Ukraine in its European journey,” Ms von der Leyen said in a joint press conference with Mr 

Zelenskyy on a surprise visit to Kyiv on Saturday. Heavy fighting is continuing in the eastern Donbas region, where Russia 

has been making incremental gains. 

“The discussions today will enable us to finalize the assessment by the end of next week,” von der Leyen added, saying 

that the Ukrainian authorities had “done a lot” towards a candidacy, but that there was “still need for reforms to be 

implemented, to fight corruption for example.” 

Speaking alongside Ms von der Leyen, Mr Zelenskyy said that the EU’s decision on Ukraine would “determine” the future 

of Europe. 

Philippines files diplomatic protest vs China for Ayungin Shoal incidents - The Department of Foreign Affairs 

(DFA) has filed a diplomatic protest against China over recent maritime incidents in Ayungin Shoal (Second Thomas Shoal), 

which is within the Philippines' exclusive economic zone (EEZ) and continental shelf.  

This is the country's third protest against China in the last two weeks. "CN [China] has no right to fish, monitor, or interfere 

with PH’s (Philippines') legitimate activities therein," DFA said. 

It added that the country is calling on China to comply with its obligations under international law, including the 1982 

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), and 2016 Hague Arbitral that ruled in favor of the Philippines.  

Ayungin Shoal is within the country's 200-nautical mile EEZ and continental shelf, the Hague Arbitral said. China, however, 

is also claiming the area as its own. Last year, the Chinese Coast Guard was reported to have fired a water canon against 

Philippine supply boats going to the shoal, forcing them to abort their mission, according to the DFA. 

China Sends Out Chilling Warning To US; 'Will Not Hesitate To Start War On Taiwan' - Yesterday China sent 

a fresh warning to the United States that it will not hesitate to start a 'war' if Taiwan declares independence. 

A day after asking Washington to postpone an upcoming arms sale to Taipei, China has now sent a fresh warning to the 

United States that it will not hesitate to start a 'war' if Taiwan declares independence. On June 8, the United States 

announced a $120 million sale of ship parts, ship system parts, and related equipment to Taiwan, the fourth arms deal 

signed by US President Joe Biden. 

"If anyone dares to split Taiwan from China, the Chinese army will definitely not hesitate to start a war no matter the 

cost," Chinese Defence Minister Wei Fenghe was quoted saying during a meeting with his US counterpart Lloyd Austin. 

Fenghe added, "Taiwan is China's Taiwan... Using Taiwan to contain China will never prevail." Austin, however, asked his 

Chinese counterpart to refrain from their action towards Taiwan. 

Earlier, a Chinese mainland spokesperson asked Washington to postpone an upcoming arms sale to Taipei, adding that 

"it will only further damage the interests of Taiwan compatriots and push them into the fire." "We firmly oppose US arms 

sales to China's Taiwan region," Ma Xiaoguang, spokesman for the State Council's Taiwan Affairs Office, said in a 

statement on June 9. 
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Ukraine’s trading partners 

 


